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Abstract

Variational methods are used to optimize convective heat transfer in a channel gas flow. The minimization of a
functional objective combining the rate of total entropy generation in the channel on the one hand and the total
viscous dissipation on the other hand results in velocity and temperature fields. A weighting factor allows varying
the relative importance of these two terms and a virtual body force field is applied to vary the velocity field pattern
via the momentum equation source term. The result is velocity configurations that minimize the objective functional.
This study shows that the velocity fields determined by the optimization process effectively lead to a reduction in the
entropy generation rate in the flow as well as a reduction in the temperatures of the heated plate. In addition, the value
of the weighting factor triggers the transition from slightly to highly perturbed velocity and temperature fields when
compared to a non-optimized flow. The heat transfer enhancement is assessed and the increase of the Nusselt number
is put in perspective with the reduction of the entropy generation rate and the increase of viscous friction. The results
could be used to design passive technologies for enhancing wall-to-fluid heat transfer.

Keywords: Second law, Optimization, Variational analysis, Entropy minimization

1. Introduction

Improving heat transfer in convective flows is a vast
and active area of research that has applications in many
industrial fields like nuclear [1] or solar [2] [3] [4] [5]
[6] [7] power plants, process industry [8], chemical en-5

gineering [9], air-conditioning or cooling of electronic
systems [10] and automotive [11] or aerospace [12] in-
dustries to name but a few. To enhance heat transfer
many methods have been studied, generally classified
according to whether they are active, passive or using a10

combination of the latter. Active methods require exter-
nal energy supply to maintain the enhancement mecha-
nism [13]: they can be based upon ultrasound [14], wall
morphing [15] [16] and vibrating walls [17] including
piezoelectric fans, impingement jets [18] [19] or sprays15

[20] [21], and electric field force on a dielectric fluid
[22]. Heat transfer improvement passive methods are
based upon three main techniques. Inserts can be placed
in the fluid path to extend the exchange surface, redirect
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the flow, break boundary layers and promote mixing,20

swirl, vortexes and turbulence. There is a wide variety
of inserts [23] [24]: twisted tapes, coiled wires, conical
rings, helical screws and also fins, baffles or ribs. Com-
binations of techniques such as perforated twisted tapes
or those with cut or corrugated edges have also been25

studied. Another passive method consists in using coat-
ings or surface roughening [25] [26]. Finally, improv-
ing heat transfer can also be performed by changing the
characteristics of the fluid (its heat capacity, viscosity
and thermal conductivity), one active area of research30

being the use of nanofluids [27, 28, 29] (i.e. a fluid
containing nanoparticles, whose sizes are < 100 nm).
Nanoparticles can be made of a metal (e.g. Au or Cu), a
metal oxide (e.g. TiO2, Fe3O4, CuO, Al2O3) or other
chemical substances (e.g. SiC, Carbon nanotubes) dis-35

persed in a fluid, in particular: water, oil, molten salts or
ethylene-glycol. The use of nanoparticles can be com-
bined with passive [30] methods and applied for exam-
ple in the nuclear [31] or solar industry [32]. Higher size
(micro-metric) particle suspensions are also promising40

to improve the performance of concentrated solar power
plants [33] [34] [35].

Whatever the method used to increase heat exchange,
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it is necessary to ensure that this improvement is not ac-
companied by the harmful degradation of another per-45

formance criterion. In particular, one of the challenges
in optimizing forced convective heat transfers is the bal-
ance between intensifying thermal exchange while min-
imizing or controlling pressure drop increase, both hav-
ing to be taken into account [36] [37]. One way to ad-50

dress this trade-off consists in minimizing the entropy
generation rate, which includes all the available power
lost due to irreversibility in the flow whether it comes
from the viscous friction responsible for the pressure
drop or from the conduction phenomena through finite55

temperature differences [38] [39] [40]. As total viscous
dissipation is related to the drop in pressure that can
be a constrained element in industrial applications, it is
also interesting to seek a minimization of the entropic
power generated while maintaining control of total vis-60

cous dissipation [41] [42], which can be done by using
a weighted objective functional.

In this study, we consider situations where the en-
tropy generation rate by heat transfer is largely domi-
nant when related to the viscous friction entropy gener-65

ation rate (which corresponds to Be ≈ 1, where Be is the
thermodynamic Bejan number [43]). We look for ve-
locity and temperature fields that minimize a functional
objective combining the entropy generation rate by the
overwhelmingly dominant factor (i. e. heat conduction)70

on the one hand and the total viscous dissipation on the
other hand, the latter being weighted by a factor that
can be freely fixed in order to give more or less weight
to the pressure drop in the optimization process. Several
simulations were carried out for three Reynolds number75

values, by varying this total viscous dissipation weight-
ing factor, in order to observe its influence on the en-
tropy generation rates as well as on key physical vari-
ables such as the temperature of the heated wall, the
total viscous dissipation, the maximum temperature and80

velocity in the channel and the outlet mean temperature.

2. Numerical method

2.1. Governing equations

We consider the two-dimensional steady-state incom-
pressible flow of a Newtonian fluid with constant prop-85

erties. Viscous heating and gravity are neglected and
there is no source term in the energy equation nor any
radiative exchange. Taking into account these assump-
tions, the conservation of mass, momentum and energy
lead respectively to the following equations [44]:90

∇.V = 0 (1)

ρV.∇V = −∇P + µ∇2V + F (2)

V.∇T =
k
ρCp
∇2T (3)

In this set of equations, V is the velocity vector of
the fluid, ρ = 1.177 kg.m−3 its density, P its pressure,
µ = 1.846 × 10−5 Pa.s its dynamic viscosity, T its tem-
perature, k = 0.02624 W.m−1.K−1 its thermal conductiv-
ity, Cp = 1004.9 J.kg−1.K−1 its thermal capacity at con-95

stant pressure and F is a volume force field that will be
used in the optimization process described below. The
body force F can be considered as a virtual force field
allowing to vary the velocity field pattern via the mo-
mentum equation source term to find the velocity con-100

figuration that minimizes the objective functional. The
practical implementation of the resulting optimal ve-
locity field can be approached by passive means, such
as baffles positioned in the fluid path, or by the use of
porous material structures as described in [41] and [45].105

Viscous heating is neglected in the heat equation (Eq.
3) as the simulations are done for very low values of
the Brinkman number (Br ≈ 10−5 << 1) [46]. The
Brinkman number Br = PrEc, where Ec is the Eck-
ert number, appears explicitly when the heat equation110

is written in dimensionless form [47] and accounts for
the relative importance of the viscous dissipation term
when compared to the conductive heat term. Viscous
heating would not be negligible for high Mach number
flows [48], very narrow channels [49] in particular for115

liquid flows [50] or very viscous fluids like oils [51] or
polymers.

The local entropy generation rate (by unit of volume,
which is symbolized by a three-prime superscript) in
the case of a homogeneous, non-reactive and electri-120

cally non-conductive fluid can be calculated using the
following expression, where Φ is the viscous dissipation
function [38]:

Ṡ ′′′gen =
k

T 2 (∇T )2 +
Φ

T
(4)

Φ = µ
{
2
[
(
∂u
∂x

)2 + (
∂v
∂y

)2
]

+ (
∂u
∂y

+
∂v
∂x

)2
}

(5)

This general expression consists in two terms. As
stated before, in the present study the viscous dissipa-125

tion term Φ is negligible in the energy equation. More-
over, the integral of Φ/T over the fluid domain is also
negligible in the entropy generation rate when compared
to the integral of the entropy generation rate by heat
transfer k

T 2 (∇T )2.130
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2.2. Variational problem
Finding a minimum of a linear combination of the

following two terms (Ω being the control volume) re-
sults in minimizing the generation of entropy by heat
conduction while taking into account the total viscous135

dissipation:

J =

∫∫∫
Ω

( k
T 2 (∇T )2 + WΦΦ

)
.dΩ (6)

In Eq. 6, WΦ is a weighting factor allowing to con-
trol the relative importance given to the viscous dissipa-
tion. Using two positive weighting factors in the objec-
tive functional, one for the thermal term (Wth) and the140

other one for the viscous dissipation term (Wvisc) would
result in the same optimized velocity and temperature
fields than using Eq. 6 with WΦ = Wvisc/Wth because
WΦ represents the relative weight given to the viscous
dissipation vs. the entropy generation rate in the op-145

timization. As already stated, the viscous dissipation
term is negligible in the entropy generation rate when
compared to the entropy generation rate by heat trans-
fer. Consistently, the objective functional (Eq. 6) takes
into account the entropy generation by integrating only150

the heat transfer term k
T 2 (∇T )2, the term Φ/T in Eq. 4

being dropped. The second term of the objective func-
tional is WΦΦ, i.e., the product of the weighting fac-
tor WΦ by the viscous dissipation (which integral corre-
sponds to the total mechanical power to supply in order155

to maintain the flow).
The constraints expressed by the mass and energy

conservation equations (Eqs. 1 and 3) are taken into
account through two Lagrange multipliers (respectively
λ1 and λ2 that are functions of the x and y coordinates).160

This leads to the following Lagrangian criterion to min-
imize:

J? =

∫∫∫
Ω

{ k
T 2 (∇T )2 + WΦΦ

+λ2

[ k
ρCp
∇2T − V.∇T

]
+ λ1∇.V

}
.dΩ

(7)

The expression of the volume force field is obtained
by equaling to zero the first variation of J? with respect
to the components u and v of the velocity in order to de-165

duce the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations and
taking into account the equation of the conservation of
momentum (Eq. 2):

F =
λ2

2WΦ
∇T + ρV.∇V (8)

Making the first variation of J? with respect to T van-
ish leads to a transport-like equation for the λ2 Lagrange170

multiplier:

∇.
(
ρVλ2 −

−k
Cp
∇λ2

)
=

2kρ
T
∇.

(
∇T
T

)
(9)

The boundary conditions applicable to equation Eq.
9 depend on those concerning the temperature: if the
temperature is imposed on a boundary of the domain,
Eq. 10 applies and if the heat flux density is imposed,175

Eq. 11 must be taken into account (where ∂/∂n is the
normal derivative to the boundary):

λ2 = 0 (10)

∂λ2

∂n
=

2ρCp

T 2

∂T
∂n

(11)

Finally, the differential equation system to be solved
consists in Eqs. 1 to 3 (supplemented by boundary con-
ditions for temperature, velocity and/or pressure) and180

Eqs. 8 and 9 (supplemented by the boundary conditions
in Eqs. 10 or 11). The λ1 Lagrange multiplier is not
necessary but can be computed by:

∇λ1 = −2WΦ∇P (12)

In the present study, F is an unknown of the optimiza-
tion problem to be determined in order to minimize the185

objective functional. To find F, an approach could have
consisted in starting from an initial body force field and
to apply an iterative optimization technique to get close
to the optimum force field [52]. This would have re-
quired a large number of resolutions of the governing190

equations and computations of the objective functional,
especially since the unknown F is here a vector field
to be set for a large number of cells in the domain and
not a simple real parameter. Moreover, the function J
to be minimized is a functional (a function of functions)195

depending on fields (the velocity, the temperature and
their derivatives) and not on mere real variables. Fi-
nally, the governing equations and the functional are
non-linear. The calculus of variations allows to find di-
rectly the expression of the body force field that mini-200

mizes the objective functional (Eq. 8) by transforming
the optimization problem into a set of Euler-Lagrange
equations [53] [54]. The optimization is thus carried-
out mathematically and not numerically. For each value
of WΦ in the objective functional a particular body force205

field is applied in the channel (Eq. 8) via the momentum
equation (Eq. 2). The numerical resolution of the usual
flow governing equations (Eqs. 1 to 3) combined with
the expression of the body-force (Eqs. 8 and 9) and the
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boundary conditions results in a unique velocity field210

and a unique temperature field. This set of equations is
highly coupled as the body force field itself depends on
the temperature and the velocity fields.

WΦ can be considered as a weighting factor in a
multi-objective optimization problem: minimizing the215

entropy generation rate and the pressure drop while
these two objectives are often contradictory does not
result in a single optimum. Using a weighting factor
allows to find a wide range of trade-offs depending on
the relative focus put on reducing the entropy genera-220

tion rate or the viscous dissipation. For high values of
WΦ, the emphasis is put on the reduction of pressure
drop (and more precisely of the total viscous dissipa-
tion, which corresponds to the mechanical power re-
quired to maintain the flow). Conversely, small values225

of WΦ correspond to a focus on minimizing the entropy
generation rate in the channel. Each value of WΦ leads
to an optimal velocity field that minimizes differently
the two contradictory objectives pursued since they are
assigned different weighting factors. WΦ is the key pa-230

rameter in the multi-objective optimization allowing to
browse the spectrum of trade-offs between the solutions
focused on the entropy generation and those where vis-
cous dissipation has to be reduced or at least limited in
its increase: this is why a large part of the results are235

presented as functions WΦ in section 3.

2.3. Numerical model
The fluid is dry air, flowing between two transversely

infinite flat plates (Fig. 1) that are impermeable and
comply with the no-slip boundary condition. The walls240

are adiabatic except for the middle third of the lower
wall that is subjected to a uniform and constant heat
flux density (1000 W.m−2 for all simulations) over 1 cm
length, which results in a 10 W heat flux added in the
headed area. The domain dimensions are 30 mm×5 mm245

and a uniform 1200 × 200 mesh is applied. At the inlet,
the velocity and the temperature of the fluid are fixed
and at the outlet, the gage pressure is set to zero. The
atmospheric pressure is 101325 Pa. The average in-
let gage pressure resulting from simulations varies from250

0.02 Pa to 1.76 Pa depending on the Reynolds number
and the value of WΦ .

The ANSYS Fluent 15.0 code is used to solve the
flow equations with the SIMPLE velocity-pressure cou-
pling algorithm. UDF scripts have been developed to255

solve the additional λ2 equation (Eq. 9) and to define the
F volume force field that is applied in the central area of
the domain (between x = 10 mm and x = 20 mm) in or-
der to avoid side effects and to keep simple inlet and out-
let boundary conditions. For steady-state simulations,260

the SIMPLE [55] or SIMPLEC pressure-velocity cou-
pling methods are recommended [56]. PISO (Pressure-
Implicit with Splitting of Operators algorithm) would
be recommended for transient calculations or steady-
state computations on highly skewed meshes, which is265

not the case in the present study. As the problem to
be solved is complicated by the presence of a momen-
tum source term (the body-force F that furthermore de-
pends on the solution of an additional partial differen-
tial equation for the second Lagrange multiplier λ2 in270

Eq. 9), the SIMPLEC algorithm, which could speed-
up the calculations but may lead to more instability, has
been discarded. ANSYS Fluent (14.5 or prior versions)
and the SIMPLE pressure-velocity coupling algorithm
have been used to solve fluid flow equations combined275

with additional scalar transport equations and with cus-
tomized momentum and scalar source terms as reported
in published studies dealing with mass transfer enhance-
ment in laminar flow [45], chemical reaction optimiza-
tion in reactive flow [57] [58] or convective heat transfer280

optimization in turbulent flow [41].

Figure 1: Domain characteristics.

For pressure and energy, second-order discretiza-
tion schemes are applied. Momentum is solved with
a QUICK scheme and λ2 is solved with a first order
scheme.285

The dimensionless distance to the wall of the first re-
solved point above the heated plate y+

1 = y1uτ/ν (where
uτ is the friction velocity at the wall) increases with the
Reynolds number and the weighting coefficient WΦ and
lies between y+

1 = 0.03 and y+
1 = 0.26. These posi-290

tions are all under y+
1 = 1. Moreover y1

√
Vin/(νx1) < 1

(where x1 is the abscissa of the first resolved point) even
for the highest simulated Reynolds number, which al-
lows to solve the boundary layer in the dynamically de-
veloping entry length of the channel [59] [56]. Mesh295

independence has been checked with a two times finer
mesh (2400 × 400) and is described hereunder.

About forty simulations were performed, divided into
three groups corresponding to three Reynolds number
(based upon the channel height): Re = 20, Re = 30300

and Re = 320, obtained by varying the inlet velocity
Vin. In each group several values of the weighting factor
WΦ were tested, the global span of values ranging from
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WΦ ≈ 0.5 K−1 to WΦ ≈ 1.2×105 K−1 so as to provide a
wide range of situations from cases where viscous dis-305

sipation is of significant importance in optimizing the
objective functional to cases where its relative weight
is a priori negligible. In all simulation the inlet tem-
perature is set to Tin = 300 K: the optimization results
in modified temperatures inside the channel and at the310

bottom plate in particular.
A mesh sensitivity analysis has been performed for

Re = 30 with a 2400 × 400 mesh (twice as fine as the
1200 × 200 reference mesh). The entropy generation
rates in the channel are changed by less than 1% and315

the variations of the entropy generation rate as a func-
tion of the weighting factor WΦ are in good match for
both mesh definitions (Fig. 2). Slightly and highly per-
turbed velocity and temperature fields (described in Sec-
tion 3 are still observed with the same approximate crit-320

ical value of WΦ,critical triggering the transition between
these two field patterns. As the results are practically
mesh independent, using a finer mesh would lead to a
marginal precision improvement with a significant in-
crease in computer resource and time.325
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Figure 2: Total entropy generation rate for two mesh definitions. Re =

30

3. Results and discussion

In the following sections, the figures presenting the
variation of various physical quantities as a function
of WΦ or Φtot =

∫
Ω Φ.dΩ combine points and dashed

lines: each point correspond to the result of an effective330

simulation and dashed lines are used for readability and
trend representation only.

3.1. Total entropy generation rates
As shown in Fig. 3, whatever the value of WΦ, the

optimized cases lead to a reduced total entropy genera-335
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Figure 3: Improvement factor IS (Eq. 13) as a function of WΦ. Re =

30.

tion rate in the channel, when compared to the case with
no optimization, the relative reduction being quantified
by using an improvement factor IS (Eq. 13) that is in-
creasing when WΦ decreases. For high values of WΦ
(105 K−1 or more), the improvement factor is near zero.340

For WΦ = 1 K−1, IS is around 74% when Re = 30.

IS = 1 −
Ṡ gen, optimized

Ṡ gen, no optimization
(13)
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Figure 4: Total entropy generation rate Ṡ gen as a function of WΦ

The total entropy generation rate increases with WΦ
(Fig. 4). For high values of WΦ, the slope of the curve
is small and approaches zero. The slope is higher for in-
termediate values of the weighting factor and it flattens345

when reaching small values of WΦ. An unevenness of
the slope also appears (it is embodied by vertical lines
in Fig. 4), whose localization depends on the Reynolds
number: the higher the Reynolds number, the lower the
value of WΦ for which this irregularity occurs (around350
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WΦ = 325 K−1 if Re = 30 and around WΦ = 5 K−1

when Re = 320).
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Figure 5: Entropy generation rate due to heat conduction Ṡ gen,c as a
function of WΦ
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Figure 6: Entropy generation rate due to viscous friction Ṡ gen, f as a
function of WΦ

The entropy generation rate in the channel is the sum
of heat conduction (Ṡ gen,c, in Fig. 5) and viscous fric-
tion (Ṡ gen, f , in Fig. 6) contributions. The order of355

magnitude of the heat conduction part is the mW.K−1

while the viscous part ranges between ≈ 10 nW.K−1

and ≈ 10 µW.K−1, depending on the Reynolds num-
ber. Because of the very small relative importance of
the viscous part in comparison to the heat conduction360

part, the entropy generation rate by heat conduction is
almost equal to the total entropy generation rate. The
entropy generation rate by viscous friction (Fig. 6) is in-
creasing when WΦ decreases because the total viscous
dissipation Φtot is increasing (Fig. 7), while the temper-365

ature remains in the order of 300 K. This means that
the improvement observed on heat conduction entropy
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Figure 7: Total viscous dissipation Φtot =
∫
Ω Φ.dΩ as a function of

WΦ

generation (and on the total entropy generation rate) is
gained at the expense of an increase of the total viscous
dissipation and correlatively of the viscous entropy gen-370

eration rate, which remains however relatively small.
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Figure 8: Total entropy generation rate Ṡ gen as a function of the total
viscous dissipation Φtot

The decreasing behavior of the total entropy gener-
ation rate when the total viscous dissipation increases
is even clearer when observing the direct relationship
between these two physical integrals (Fig. 8). As375

Ṡ gen ≈
∫∫∫

Ω
k

T 2 (∇T )2.dΩ, the entropy generation rate
in the channel is essentially the consequence of the tem-
perature distribution in the fluid domain, which comes
from the velocity field that in turn depends on the body-
force F applied. The weighting factor plays a key role380

as it appears in the first term of the expression of the
body-force in Eq. 8. Each chosen value of WΦ leads to
a different body-force F and to a different velocity field
(which determines the total viscous dissipation Φtot) and
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a different temperature field (which determines the total385

entropy generation rate Ṡ gen). A decrease of WΦ results
in an increase of Φtot (because the velocities are higher)
and a decrease of Ṡ gen (because the temperature is more
homogeneous). As a result, the total entropy generation
in the channel is decreasing function of the total viscous390

dissipation (Fig. 8). The pressure work is taken into ac-
count through the viscous dissipation Φ in the objective
functional. From the steady-state balance of kinetic en-
ergy, one can deduce that Φtot =

∫
Ω Φ.dΩ corresponds

to the sum of the following terms: the pressure power,395

the body-force power, the viscous force power (acting
at the inlet and the outlet of the channel, which is neg-
ligible) and the net increase of kinetic energy flux from
the inlet to the outlet (that stays practically constant as
the kinetic energy at the inlet is fixed and the veloc-400

ity profile at the outlet is very close to the Poiseuille
parabolic profile). While reducing the entropy genera-
tion rate through optimization, the total viscous dissi-
pation increases (Fig. 8) by including the combination
of pressure power and body-force power changes. For405

example, when Re = 30 and WΦ = 200 K−1, the net
increase in kinetic energy flux is 1.59 × 10−6 W and is
not significantly changed with respect to the case with-
out optimization. On the other hand, Φtot is increased
by 1.4 × 10−5 W, which corresponds to an increase of410

pressure power by 1.25 × 10−5 W and an increase in
body-force power by 0.15 × 10−5 W.

The viscous related quantities Ṡ gen, f and Φtot in Figs.
6, 7 and 8 exhibit the irregularity already observed in
Fig. 4, which is particularly visible when Re = 20 or415

Re = 30.
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Figure 9: J objective functional as a function of WΦ

The weighted objective functional J is an increasing
function of WΦ (see Fig. 9) even for high values of the
weighting factor. Indeed, when WΦ gets high in Eq. 6,

the entropy generation rate by heat conduction (Fig. 5)420

and the total viscous dissipation (Fig. 7) stabilize, while
the weighting factor WΦ increases.

3.2. Flow regimes

Depending on the value of Wφ, the velocity and tem-
perature fields exhibit different profiles [42], being more425

or less perturbed when compared to the case where no
optimization is applied at all.

Figure 10: Temperature field with no optimization and when WΦ =

5900 K−1 . Re = 30. Differences with the baseline are in shades of
gray.

For high values of WΦ, for example 5900 K−1, the
temperature and velocity fields are very similar to the
case where no optimization is applied (see figs. 10430

and 11, where the abscissa at the beginning and end
of the heated zone are materialized by two black ver-
tical lines). Nevertheless, the optimization process has
already an influence: when Re = 30, the maximum tem-
perature in the channel without optimization is 373.5 K435

and 372.2 K when WΦ = 5900 K−1.
For smaller values of WΦ, the influence of the opti-

mization process becomes more significant and the per-
turbation level (when compared to the case where no
optimization is performed) increases as WΦ decreases440

(see Figs. 12 and 13): if WΦ = 400 K−1, the tem-
perature profile exhibits a squeeze above the heated
zone and this phenomenon becomes more pronounced
as WΦ decreases. At WΦ = 300 K−1 and even more at
WΦ = 200 K−1, a protrusion (plume) appears above the445

beginning of the heated area.
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Figure 11: Velocity magnitude field with no optimization and when
WΦ = 5900 K−1 . Re = 30. Differences with the baseline are in
shades of gray.

The velocity magnitude field at WΦ = 400 K−1 is also
stuck towards the bottom plate and this observation is
still valid when decreasing WΦ. Moreover, as WΦ gets
smaller, areas of the channel exhibit higher velocities,450

in particular around the beginning of the heated zone
(above a round structure circling an area of small veloc-
ities which looks like a vortex) and in a large central part
of the heated segment above the bottom plate. The tran-
sition between the slightly perturbed velocity and tem-455

perature fields (when WΦ = 400 K−1, for example) and
the highly perturbed ones (when WΦ = 300 K−1, for ex-
ample) takes place at WΦ ≈ 325 K−1 and corresponds
to the irregularity observed in section: 3.1.

The stream function presented in Fig. 14 confirms460

the presence of a vortex (also found in [41] for a turbu-
lent flow of heated air subject to variational optimiza-
tion) in the initial part of the heated segment as soon as
WΦ is small enough: there is no apparent vortex when
WΦ = 1200 K−1 and a single vortex is clearly visible if465

WΦ = 200 K−1. for a smaller value like WΦ = 1 K−1,
the main vortex at the heated zone entry is larger and
exhibits a more complex shape. Furthermore, additional
recirculating vortexes appear above the heated zone.

A zoom of the velocity vector above and around the470

central heated zone of the channel is presented in Fig.
15) along with a schematic representation of the main
flow directions and of the rotational directions of the
vortexes (the + sign meaning that the vortex has a clock-

Figure 12: Temperature field for WΦ = 400 K−1, 300 K−1 and
200 K−1. Re = 30. Differences with the baseline are in shades of
gray.

wise rotation). The main vortex, located near the entry475

of the heated zone, collects a part of the heated fluid
and transfers it to the accelerated area above the vor-
tex. Then, the flow is sticked towards the heated seg-
ment of the bottom plate. As can be seen in Figs. 14
and 15, when WΦ = 200 K−1, the center of the main480

vortex is located just after the beginning abscissa of the
heated zone. Nevertheless, for low values of WΦ, this
center is located before this abscissa (this is the case
when WΦ = 1 K−1, but also when WΦ = 6 K−1 for
instance). The vertical extension of the main vortex in-485

creases when WΦ decreases and so does the barycentric
position of the accelerated area above the vortex: when
WΦ = 1 K−1 (Fig. 15), this high speed area is very close
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Figure 13: Velocity magnitude field for WΦ = 400 K−1, 300 K−1 and
200 K−1. Re = 30. Differences with the baseline are in shades of gray.

to the top plate of the channel.
The Lagrange multiplier λ2 field is presented in Fig.490

16 when WΦ = 200 K−1. The highest values are con-
centrated in the first third of the heated area and mainly
close to the plate. This is to be related to the magnitude
of the corresponding force field F presented in Fig. 17.
Indeed, high λ2 values contribute to the increase of the495

first term of the expression defining F in Eq. 8 and this
term also involves the temperature gradient that reaches
high values near the heated plate segment. The main
effect of the force field applied in the central third of
the channel is to push down the fluid in the direction of500

the plate and to the starting point of the heated segment.
Moreover, the force field tends to squeeze the flow and
to crutch the thermal boundary layer above the heated
segment of the bottom plate. As can be seen in Figs.

Figure 14: Stream function [kg.s−1]. Re = 30.

Figure 15: Velocity vector (zoom) with an indication of the main flow
directions and of the rotational direction of vortexes: ” + ” means
clockwise. Re = 30.

Figure 16: λ2 Lagrange multiplier [J.m−3.K−2] field (Re = 30).

13, 14, 15 and 17, there is a strong relationship between505

the applied force field and the velocity vector.
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Figure 17: Force field F applied above the heated segment area
[N.m−3] (Re = 30).

The local entropy generation rate fields by heat con-
duction and by viscous friction are presented in Figs.
18 and 19 respectively (the latter using a logarithmic
color scale for the sake of visibility). Significant en-510

tropy generation rates by heat conduction are located
above the heated segment and are mainly due to the
vertical conduction of heat. A convective trail appears
at the exit of the heated zone. As Wφ decreases, the
region of higher entropy generation rate by heat con-515

duction is flattened and closer to the bottom plate. For
values of Wφ small enough to make appear the thermal
protrusion before the beginning of the heating zone, a
plume appears in this area (see figs. 12 and 18 when
Wφ = 200 K−1). The behavior of the local entropy gen-520

eration rate by viscous friction is more complex (Fig.
19). The highest entropy generation rates by viscous
friction are located at the channel inlet wall ordinates
y = 0 and y = H because of the discontinuity of the
velocity that changes from Uin to zero at the walls. Just525

after this entry zone, the main viscous dissipation comes
generally from areas close to the walls, at least when the
velocity filed is not too disturbed. Concentrating mainly
to the part of the channel located above the heated seg-
ment, the perturbation of the entropy generation rate530

field by viscous friction becomes apparent even for high
values of the weighting factor, like Wφ = 5900 K−1 or
Wφ = 1200 K−1: the narrow longitudinal region of low
entropy generation rate located in the center of the chan-
nel is deviated when crossing the entry of the heated535

zone and even almost broken when Wφ = 1200 K−1.
For lower values (Wφ = 200K−1), the entropy genera-
tion rate by viscous friction (and the viscous dissipation)
is more perturbed and higher generation rates concen-
trate above the heated segment but also at the top wall540

Figure 18: Local entropy generation rate by heat conduction in
[W.K−1.m−3] for WΦ = 5900 K−1, 1200 K−1, 200 K−1 and when
no optimization is applied. Differences with the baseline are in gray.

around x = 10 mm and along a closed curve enclosing
the main velocity vortex. Indeed, the velocity field pat-
tern is the main contributor to the complex shape of the
entropy generation rate by viscous friction because the
temperature field is simpler and kept in a smaller rela-545

tive interval of values.

3.3. Key physical quantities

The volume average of the temperature in the channel
(Fig. 20) is an increasing function of WΦ, while stay-
ing in a narrow interval: as an example, when Re = 30,550

the mean temperature is located between 309.8 K and
307.9 K while WΦ decreases from 5900 K−1 to 6 K−1.
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Figure 19: Local entropy generation rate by viscous friction in
[W.K−1.m−3] for WΦ = 5900 K−1, 1200 K−1, 200 K−1 and when
no optimization is applied. Color scale is logarithmic. Positive and
negative differences with the baseline are in gray.
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Figure 20: Average temperature in the Channel [K].
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Figure 21: Maximum temperature in the Channel [K].

The maximum temperature inside the channel (Fig. 21)
also decreases as WΦ gets smaller and it is the same
for the standard deviation of the temperature that drops555

from 15.54 K to 8.06 K over the same range of WΦ,
in accordance with a better thermal mixing due to the
applied force field. Higher Reynolds numbers lead to
lower maximal and average temperatures: the total in-
jected thermal power is a constant and an increase of the560

inlet velocity leads to a higher exchange coefficient that
induces lower temperature gaps.
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Figure 22: Average temperature on the bottom plate [K].

The average temperature of the heated wall is also
lower as WΦ decreases (Fig. 22) and the same behav-
ior can be observed for the maximum temperature at the565

same wall (Fig. 23): Using the example of simulations
where Re = 30, the maximum temperature of the lower
wall is 373.5 K when no optimization is applied. For
a high value of WΦ like 5900 K−1, this temperature is
372.2 K, a value very close to the non-optimized situa-570

tion. On the other hand, for a smaller weighting factor,
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Figure 23: Maximum temperature on the bottom plate [K].
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such as WΦ = 0.74 K−1, the heated plate peak temper-
ature is only 330.1 K, corresponding to a gain of 42K.
The temperature profiles of the bottom plate as a func-
tion of the abscissa are shown in Fig. 24 for several val-575

ues of WΦ and demonstrate the narrowing of the tem-
perature range at the heated plate as WΦ decreases. The
reduction of the maximum temperature and the better
thermal homogeneity of the heated plate are an advan-
tage in applications like concentrated solar power where580

materials are subjected to high temperature stress that
can be the cause of damage or accelerate aging due to
thermo-mechanical [60] [61] or chemical [62] [63] con-
straints (oxidation for example [64]).

The average temperature at the outlet of the channel585

is practically independent on the value of WΦ (Fig. 25)
and is very close to the mass flow averaged temperature
at the outlet. The steady flow is incompressible and the
fluid properties are constant. As the inlet temperature
and the heat flow input into the channel are fixed and590

as the viscous heating is neglected, the mass flow av-

eraged temperature at the outlet is practically fixed for
a given value of the Reynolds number and equals ap-
proximatively 327 K, 317 K and 301.7 K for Re = 20,
Re = 30 and Re = 320 respectively. On the other hand,595

the smaller the value of WΦ, the more homogeneous the
temperature at the outlet of the channel as demonstrated
in Fig. 26.

The different temperature profiles and fields pre-
sented above show that the velocity field pattern ob-600

tained by variational optimization leads to a better ho-
mogeneity of the thermal field, compatible with a reduc-
tion in the entropy generation rate in the channel. This
improvement is achieved at the cost of an increase in en-
tropy generation by viscous dissipation, which is linked605

to velocity gradients: the maximum velocity magnitude
observed in the channel increases when WΦ gets smaller
(Fig. 27). Its profile is similar in appearance to that
of the total viscous dissipation (Fig. 7) or the rate of
entropy generation by viscous dissipation (Fig. 6): for610

large values of WΦ, the maximum velocity magnitude is
practically stable (and close to that which would be ob-
served without optimization). From the transition to dis-
turbed flow regimes, the maximum velocity magnitude
in the channel increases rapidly as WΦ decreases, the615

slope being higher as the Reynolds number gets higher.
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Figure 25: Average temperature at outlet [K]. Horizontal solid lines
indicate the mass flow averaged temperature Tbulk,out .

The heat transfer improvement can be measured
through the Nusselt number. The decrease in the en-
tropy generation rate is consistent with the increase in
the heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt number620

(Fig. 28). When Re = 30, the mean Nusselt number
computed over the heated segment of the bottom plate
(Eqs. 14 and 15, where DH is the hydraulic diameter and
Lq the length of the heated area) is increased from 8.6 to
37.9 as the entropy generation rate in the channel drops625

from 4.22×10−3 W.K−1 to 1.04×10−3 W.K−1. For large
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Figure 27: Maximum velocity magnitude in the Channel [m.s−1].

values of WΦ, while still searching for a reduction in the
entropy generation rate, the focus is heavily put on not
increasing the viscous dissipation. This results in veloc-
ity and thermal fields that are little changed with respect630

to the case without optimization and the improvement
factor is low. As WΦ decreases, the constraint on the
containment of the viscous dissipation is released pro-
gressively and the temperature field gets more homo-
geneous, which leads to a decrease of the entropy gen-635

eration rate, an increase of the improvement factor Is

(Eq. 13) and consequently an improvement of the Nus-
selt number.

Nu =
hDH

k
(14)

h =
1
Lq

∫
heated area

q′′

Tbottom(x) − Tbulk(x)
.dx (15)

Simultaneously, as the entropy generation rate de-
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Figure 28: Mean Nusselt number as a function of the total entropy
generation rate.

creases and the Nusselt number becomes larger, the640

Fanning friction factor C f (Eq. 16, where τw is the mean
shear stress at the bottom plate and Vb the bulk veloc-
ity) increases (Fig. 29). In the optimized solutions, the
reduced temperature gaps for the same heat flux density
lead to increased Nusselt numbers. These optimized so-645

lutions also correspond to and homogenization of the
temperature field induced by a more complex and accel-
erated velocity field resulting in more viscous friction at
the plate.

C f =
τw

1
2ρV2

b

(16)
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Figure 29: Mean Nusselt number as a function of the mean friction
factor C f .

In the present study, the fluid properties are consid-650

ered to be constant. However, real gas properties do
vary with temperature and this is the case for air within
the temperature range observed in the simulations (from
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300 K to about 380 K). Compressibility or temperature
dependent viscosity and thermal conductivity can influ-655

ence the particular value of the critical weighting fac-
tor that triggers the transition between the different lev-
els of perturbation of the flows. Analyzing the impact
of variable fluid properties requires solving more intri-
cate governing equations as the temperature field would660

additionally impact the flow dynamics. The variational
problem would also result in a more complex expression
of the body-force field (Eq. 8 and 9 would be modified
and more challenging). The study of flows involving
a fluid with thermo-dependent properties is a research665

work in itself and is a natural extension of the present
work to be performed in the future.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, convective heat transfer optimization
in channel flow is addressed using variational meth-670

ods applied to an objective functional built as a linear
combination of the entropy generation rate in the chan-
nel (more precisely, the entropy generation rate by heat
conduction, which is overwhelmingly dominant in the
cases studied) and the total viscous dissipation, a coef-675

ficient that acts as a weighting factor being assigned to
the latter. Optimal velocity field patterns are induced
by a virtual volume force field that is a solution of the
variational problem. Several simulations have been per-
formed, at different Reynolds numbers and for a wide680

range of weighting factor values, in order to assess the
improvement in terms of entropy generation reduction.
The resulting velocity, temperature and local entropy
generation rate fields are described, as well as the influ-
ence of the viscous dissipation function weighting fac-685

tor on the flow and on the key physical quantities like
the average and maximum temperatures in the channel,
at the heated plate and at the outlet.

Depending on the value of the weighting factor, the
optimized velocity and temperature fields are more or690

less perturbed by comparison to the case where no op-
timization is applied and a critical value of this factor
determines the transition from low to high-disruption
solutions. The higher the Reynolds number, the lower
the critical value of the weighting factor. Small values695

of the weighting factor lead to highly perturbed velocity
patterns exhibiting one or more vortexes and a tighten-
ing of the flow closer to the heated area. The corre-
sponding thermal field is influenced by this mixing and
the temperatures are lower and more homogeneous in700

the channel, at the heated plate and at the outlet. This
improvement is reflected in the total entropy generation

rate that is significantly reduced (the lower the weight-
ing factor, the lower the entropy generation rate in the
channel) and in the corresponding increase of the Nus-705

selt number. The reduction in entropy generation rate
is done at the expense of an increase of the total vis-
cous dissipation, the velocity magnitudes being higher
in the channel and the velocity field being more com-
plex. The entropy generation rate by viscous friction in-710

creases alongside but has no effect on the improvement
in total entropy generation rate, due to its small order
of magnitude. From the application point of view, it is
found that a significant wall temperature reduction can
be obtained, while maintaining the same power trans-715

fered to the fluid. This result shows an increase of heat
transfer efficiency at the wall. The weighting factor al-
lows to find a wide range of trade-offs depending on
the relative focus put on reducing the entropy genera-
tion rate or the total viscous dissipation: from a practical720

point of view, a designer could select from this range of
solutions a sub-set that meets additional technical cri-
teria (e.g. a total mechanical power input limited to a
certain value or a maximum hot wall temperature not
to be exceeded). Then a selected solution in this sub-725

set could be picked-up by taking into consideration the
practical realization of the velocity pattern (e.g., those
with slightly perturbed patterns are likely to be easier
to implement than more complex solutions with one or
several vortexes).730
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6. Appendix740

In this appendix, the range of values chosen for the
weighting parameter WΦ is discussed and the check of
key physical quantity balances is presented. A conclud-
ing remark identifies results in accordance with other
published research works.745

The range of values selected for the weighting fac-
tor allows to investigate a wide range of trade-offs de-
pending on the relative focus put on reducing the en-
tropy generation rate (small WΦ) or containing the to-
tal viscous dissipation (large WΦ), while including the750
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critical value WΦ,critical that triggers the transition be-
tween highly and slightly perturbed flow patterns. For
high values of the weighting factor, the first term in
the expression of the body-force (Eq. 8) approaches
zero and the volume force becomes practically inde-755

pendent on WΦ. The physical quantities like the total
entropy generation rate or the total viscous dissipation
present an asymptotic behavior. The highest values of
WΦ presented allow to show this asymptotic behavior
(for Re = 20 in particular) without continuing towards760

larger values of little practical interest, especially since
the improvement factors are low and decreasing as WΦ
increases (Fig. 3). For small values of WΦ, the first term
in the expression of the body-force becomes significant
and creates a coupling between the velocity and the tem-765

perature fields. As WΦ decreases, the velocity field be-
comes more and more complex and the maximum ve-
locity in the flow increases, which ends by requiring
finer meshes and larger computation times to ensure the
numerical convergence of the simulations. In this study770

we went down to WΦ ≈ 0.5 K−1 (for Re = 320) and
the total range of values of the weighting factor spans
across six orders of magnitude, while staying into ac-
cessible computation times.

The balance of mass, kinetic energy, enthalpy and775

entropy have been checked: for Re = 20 and WΦ =

200 K−1 the net mass flux is zero to the nearest
10−7 kg.s−1. The kinetic energy is balanced with an er-
ror of 0.16% of the total viscous dissipation. The bulk
temperature at the outlet deduced from the enthalpy bal-780

ance and computed directly at the outlet are identical to
the nearest mK. The entropy is balanced with an er-
ror of 0.08% of the total entropy generation rate. These
balances show that the numerical errors are small com-
pared to the quantities presented (total viscous dissipa-785

tion, total entropy generation rate, temperatures).
The results of the present study are qualitatively in ac-

cordance with [45] and [41], which deal with convective
transfer enhancement: the optimized velocity fields can
exhibit a vortex and result in a better homogenization of790

the scalar field while the dropping entropy generation
rate (which is lower in the optimized cases) changes in
the opposite direction to the rising total viscous dissipa-
tion.
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Nomenclature1070

F Volume force vector by unit of volume [N.m−3]

V Velocity vector [m.s−1]

Ṡ ′′′gen Local entropy generation rate [W.K−1.m−3]
(eq. 4)

Ṡ gen,c Heat conduction entropy generation rate in the1075

channel [W.K−1]

Ṡ gen, f Viscous friction entropy generation rate in the
channel [W.K−1]

Ṡ gen Total entropy generation rate in the channel
[W.K−1]1080

λi Lagrange multiplier

µ Dynamic viscosity [Pa.s]

Φ Viscous dissipation function [W.m−3] (eq. 5)

Φtot Total viscous dissipation in the channel [W]

ρ Density [kg.m−3]1085

Cp Thermal capacity [J.kg−1.K−1]

Is Improvement factor (Eq. 13)

J, J? Objective functional and Lagrangian criterion
respectively [W.K−1]

k Thermal conductivity [W.m−1.K−1]1090

P Pressure [Pa]

q′′ Heat flux density [W.m−2]

Re Reynolds number (based upon the channel
height)

Tin Inlet temperature [K]1095

u, v Longitudinal and normal components of the ve-
locity [m.s−1]

Vin Inlet (longitudinal) velocity [m.s−1]

WΦ Weighting factor in objective functional and
Lagrangian criterion [K−1]1100

x, y Longitudinal and normal coordinates [m]

T Temperature [K]
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